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Civil RightsÂ vs Civil Liberties

Civil rights and civil liberties are granted to the people as per the Constitution.
They are well defined in the Constitution.

Civil rights are those that are granted by a government for the protection of its
citizens in respect to guaranteeing fairness and checking discrimination. Civil
liberties are the basic rights guaranteed to all citizens in a country without any
further speciality.
Civil liberties include right to privacy, freedom of speech, freedom from slavery
and forced labour, right to a fair trial, right to marry, right to vote, right to life, freedom from torture, right to liberty,
freedom of conscience, freedom of assembly, and freedom of expression.
‘Civil rights’ means an individual’s right to get equal treatment in cases of education, housing, employment, and a lot
more. ‘Civil rights’ means free from discrimination or unfair treatment.

Civil rights pertain to equal treatment of an individual irrespective of age, gender, race, and disability. On the other
hand, ‘civil liberties’ are broader rights guaranteed in the Constitution.
Civil rights pertain to the concept of how an individual is treated by others. Civil liberties pertain to the actual
freedoms that an individual enjoys under a Constitution.
Unlike the civil rights, the civil liberties are protective in character.

The concept of civil liberties can be traced to Magna Carta, an English legal charter. The term ‘civil rights’ come from
Latin ‘Ius civis,’ which means ‘the rights of citizens.’ The Englishmen also enjoyed civil rights based on Magna Carta.
In recent times, the civil rights movements worldwide have had a great impact in stressing the rights of individuals.

Summary
1.Civil rights are those that are granted by a government for the protection of its citizens in respect to guaranteeing
fairness and checking discrimination.
2.Civil liberties are the basic rights guaranteed to all citizens in a country without any further speciality.
3.’Civil rights’ means an individual’s right to get equal treatment in cases of education, housing, employment, and a
lot more. ‘Civil rights’ means ‘free from discrimination or unfair treatment.’ On the other hand, ‘civil liberties’ are
broader rights guaranteed in the Constitution.
4.Unlike civil rights, civil liberties are protective in character.
5.Civil rights pertain to the concept of how an individual is treated by others. Civil liberties pertain to the actual
freedoms that an individual enjoys under a Constitution.
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